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02. T958723
ERASER, SET OF 2 - ASSORTED DISPLAY 18 PCS

Double the erasing fun guaranteed! With this eraser set, you can not only correct small mistakes, but they also make perfect play figures for little space enthusiasts. 
ldeal for the start of school or as a present fora child’s birthday party! 
Available in 3 different sets: Alien spaceship, Astronaut racket, Astronaut planet. 
18 items per display

PU: 18
SIZE ITEM: 6 x 2,2 x 5,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 18,6 x 13,8 x 5,9 cm

01. T961990
DOUBLE SHARPENER - ASSORTED DISPLAY 10 PCS

This high-quality metal sharpener with glitter and glow-in-the-dark elements makes it easy for you to shape your pencils. 
With two openings for coloured pencils and pencils of different thicknesses (Ø 8 mm and 11 mm), you can easily sharpen all your pencils and 
create beautiful, clear lines. A must-have for every pencil case and desk - designed in galactic-cool style! 
Outer material: flexible rubber material. Available in 2 different versions: Rocket (approx. 9,0 x 5,3 x 2,0 cm), UFO (approx. 9,0 x 6,6 x 2,0 cm) 
10 items per display

PU: 10
SIZE ITEM: 12,2 x 1,7 x 12,6 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 15,2 x 23,6 x 14,8 cm
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04. T962454
GALAXY RULERS 18CM & BOOKMARKS - DISPLAY 15 PCS

Precision and accuracy - no problem with this elastic ruler in space design. By moving and pressing the ruler, the effective glitter star confetti swirls 
around inside - making underlining and maths twice as much fun! Can also be used as a super cool bookmark with acrylic pendant. 
Ruler: 18 cm 
15 items per display

PU: 15
SIZE ITEM: 5 x 0,3 x 21,8 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 18 x 21 x 16 cm

03. T961006
FINELINER WIGGLE FIGURE 0,5MM LINE WIDTH - ASSORTED DISPLAY 30 PCS

Shake & Write! This galactically great fineliner with wiggly figure ensures exceptional writing fun with its super-pleasant soft-touch surface and the 
easy-writing black lead. A real highlight! Replaceable lead, writing colour: black, line width: 0,5 mm.  
Available in 3 different colours with different wobbling figures: green (UFO), blue (astronaut), red (rocket). 
Outer material: silicone 
30 items per display

PU: 30
SIZE ITEM: 2,2 x 2,2 x 21,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 14,5 x 13,7 x 23 cm
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06. T962126
LOGBOOK A5 81 SHEETS - DISPLAY 8 PCS

This A5 notebook in space design is the ideal companion for anyone who wants to capture their thoughts and ideas in the infinite expanses of the universe. 
With a galactic-inspired cover with glow-in-the-dark elements and various inner pages, this notebook offers enough space for creative ideas and important notes. 
Dive into the fascinating world of space and capture your thoughts! 
Detachable inner pages: 27 pages with soft space shuttle print, 27 lined orange pages, 27 squared blue pages. 
8 items per display

PU: 8
SIZE ITEM: 15,8 x 1,5 x 19,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 19,8 x 21,6 x 9,8 cm

05. T961853
GALAXY STICKER HOLOGRAPHY SET OF 9 - DISPLAY 16 PCS

Sticker fans watch out! These 9 fascinating 2D stickers with holographic effect are a must-have for every space fan. 
They shimmer in different shades depending on the light, creating a unique visual experience! 
Perfect for decorating and embellishing personal items! 
16 items per display

PU: 16
SIZE ITEM: 12,9 x 0,5 x 24,3 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 15 x 21,2 x 7,3 cm
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08. T961723
MULTI-COLOURED BALL WITH STAMP - ASSORTED DISPLAY 16 PCS

Make your everyday life more colourful! With this multi-colour pen you can not only write in 6 different colours (pink, green, orange, black, purple, yellow), 
but also stamp a super cool space travel motif! The stamp motif is self-inking and comes with a cap - handy and practical at the same time! 
Perfect for drawing, writing and designing at school and much more. 
Available in 2 different colours and stamp designs: blue (planet), green (rocket). 
Size: approx. 15,3 cm, Ø approx. 2,1 cm, 12 items per display

PU: 16
SIZE ITEM: 6 x 2,5 x 15 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 17,5 x 21 x 22 cm

07. T962157
MINI BLOCKS 40 SHEETS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 48 PCS

Boundless inspiration! These colourful pads with soft-touch finish on the cover will turn your notes into fabulous eye-catchers. 
Available in 6 different designs with 40 sheets each, printed on one side. 
48 items per display

PU: 48
SIZE ITEM: 6,9 x 0,4 x 9,7 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 17 x 28 x 9,9 cm
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10. T961747
NEON-HIGHLIGHTER, SET OF 4 - DISPLAY 12 PCS

These galactic neon highlighters in rocket shape are particularly suitable for notes, sketches and to add colourful accents. The practical mini format and 
environmentally friendly paper packaging makes it easy to always have these pens to hand. Whether at home, school, university or on the go, 
this set is the perfect accessory for every space fan. With practical wedge tip.  
Pen size: Ø approx. 2 cm, length approx. 5,9 cm 
12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 9,5 x 2,5 x 6,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 11,5 x 29,7 x 7,7 cm

09. T962058
MULTICOLOURED BALL WITH TOPPER - ASSORTED DISPLAY 15 PCS

Make your everyday life more colourful! This mini biros with a cute astronaut topper and 4 different writing colours (black, blue, red, green) is 
especially fun to write with. Perfect for drawing and designing at school, for scribbling and much more! With soft rubber grip for a particularly pleasant writing feeling. 
Line width: 0,7 mm 
Available in 3 different versions: blue, green, orange. 
15 iteps per display

PU: 15
SIZE ITEM: 9,9 x 2,1 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 8,5 x 13,5 x 11 cm
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12. T962379
POP UP PENCIL CASE & QUIVER - DISPLAY 6 PCS

3, 2, 1 ... the countdown starts! This rocket-powered pencil case is a must-have for every space fan! Either place it on your desk as a pencil case - or let the 
rocket take off by extending the case upwards so you can carry your pens in your pencil case. 
Material: 100% polyester 
Size: approx. Ø 8 cm, length when extended: approx. 17,5 cm 
6 items per display

PU: 6
SIZE ITEM: 18 x 5,5 x 14,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 15 x 25,5 x 14,5 cm

11. T962010
PENCIL & ERASER COLOUR CHANGE - ASSORTED DISPLAY 16 PCS

Want a change of pace? This pencil with rocket eraser topper can do more than just write and erase! When held in the hand, this wooden pencil reacts to body 
heat and changes colour - an absolute highlight for any desk! 
Available in 4 different pencil colours: red, green, blue, green. 
Pencil lead: HB 
16 items per display

PU: 16
SIZE ITEM: 2,6 x 1,5 x 18,6 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 10,7 x 10,2 x 20 cm
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14. T961860
SNAP-IT RULERS 30CM - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS

2in1 - Stylish snap bracelet and ruler in one. Choose your favourite from four trendy colour combos with galactic SPACE styles. 
The pleasant soft-touch coating will quickly make it a great accessory and a real highlight for school and everyday life. Ruler: 30 cm 
Available in 4 different colours: yellow, orange, green, blue. 
Unfolded size: approx. 4,1 x 31,0 cm 
12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 5 x 5 x 7,7 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 17,5 x 23 x 8 cm

13. T961754
SECRET MESSAGE PEN WITH BIROS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS

2in1 - a galactic cool pen! With this pen you can write secret messages invisibly and they only become visible again when the UV light on the cap is activated and 
the paper is illuminated. So that small and big secrets always remain hidden! The blue biros also allows you to draw and write notes. 
Incl. replaceable batteries: 3 x LR41. Available in 2 different versions: green, orange 
Pen length: approx. 16 cm 
12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 6,8 x 3,5 x 20,2 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 18,5 x 24 x 23,2 cm
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16. T959034
STAMPS SELF-INKING, 12 VARIETIES - ASSORTED DISPLAY 24 PCS

Supernatural stamping and crafting fun is guaranteed with these self-inking stomps! A perfect little gift idea for creative designing, crafting and deco rating. The 
integrated, self-inking stamp pad and a resealable lid make this stamp ajoy to use fora long time. 
Available in 12 different motifs on the theme of outer space, aliens (monsters) and space travel. 
12 items per display

PU: 24
SIZE ITEM: 2,5 x 2,5 x 3,5 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 19,2 x 13 x 4,5 cm

15. T959256
SOLAR SYSTEM ERASER SET OF 8 - DISPLAY 12 PCS

Erase your way through the solar system and learn as you go - it’s child’s play with these 8 planet erasers! 
The special extra: On the back of the card, you’ll find all the planets illustrated to scale, including the distance to the sun. 
The perfect gift idea for playing and erasing for little astronauts or as a learning aid for school. 
Eraser size from approx. Ø 1,2 cm to Ø 2,3 cm 
12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 8,8 x 2,9 x 23,3 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 17,6 x 15,7 x 24,3 cm
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18. T961013
STICKY NOTES MINI ORGANISER 260 SHEETS - DISPLAY 12 PCS

Stick, note, organise! This handy, fold-out Sticky Notes set is the perfect solution for organised notes in everyday life. 
With 13 spacey motifs such as ufos, aliens, rockets or planets - the little helpers so that important information is always at hand. 
The perfect gift idea for all space fans! 
20 sheets per pad 
12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 5,5 x 1,5 x 8 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 14 x 20 x 9,5 cm

17. T961907
STICKY NOTES 4X35 SHEETS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 20 PCS

Galactically well organised! This 4-piece sticky note set with self-adhesive motif sheets should not be missing from any SPACE fan’s desk. 
Perfect for marking, highlighting, writing and short messages. 35 sheets per pad. 
Available in 2 different sets, each with different pad motifs. 
20 items per display

PU: 20
SIZE ITEM: 8,5 x 0,6 x 22,8 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 19 x 16 x 24 cm
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20. T961815
WRITING SETS 5 PIECES - DISPLAY 10 PCS

For a writing experience in a new dimension! School is even more fun with this 5-piece writing set: a 15 cm/6 inch ruler, 2 printed pencils with HB leads, 
1 multi-coloured pen with a spacey motif and 4 colours and 1 eraser. The three pencils are “”docked”” to the space-saving shuttle eraser - so you can’t lose them 
and always have them at hand. Perfect for measuring, writing, painting and erasing! 
12 items per display

PU: 10
SIZE ITEM: 7,5 x 5 x 2,19 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 22,5 x 17,5 x 14,5 cm

19. T960412
WATER PINBALL GAME GITD - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS

The cool space patience game in a handy pocket size! Put your skills to the test and try to stock the colourful rings on the rackets by whirling up the water with the 
help of the buttons. The console also glows in the dark when you charge it in daylight or lamplight An ideal way to pass the time on the go and recommended for 
children aged 3 and over. Filling: water. 
Available in 3 different colours: turquoise, yellow, blue. 
Size: approx. 13,0 x 6,3 x 1,9 cm, 12 items per display

PU: 12
SIZE ITEM: 13,6 x 1,5 x 9,6 cm  |  SIZE DISPLAY: 15,5 x 26,5 x 11 cm
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T962454 GALAXY RULERS 18CM & BOOKMARKS - DISPLAY 15 PCS 15 

T962379 POP UP PENCIL CASE & QUIVER - DISPLAY 6 PCS 6 

T962157 MINI BLOCKS 40 SHEETS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 48 PCS 48 

T962126 LOGBOOK A5 81 SHEETS - DISPLAY 8 PCS 8 

T962058 MULTICOLOURED BALL WITH TOPPER - ASSORTED DISPLAY 15 PCS 15 

T962010 PENCIL & ERASER COLOUR CHANGE - ASSORTED DISPLAY 16 PCS 32 

T961990 DOUBLE SHARPENER - ASSORTED DISPLAY 10 PCS 20 

T961907 STICKY NOTES 4X35 SHEETS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 20 PCS 20 

T961860 SNAP-IT RULERS 30CM - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T961853 GALAXY STICKER HOLOGRAPHY SET OF 9 - DISPLAY 16 PCS 16 

T961815 WRITING SETS 5 PIECES - DISPLAY 10 PCS 10 

T961723 MULTI-COLOURED BALL WITH STAMP - ASSORTED DISPLAY 16 PCS 16 

T961754 SECRET MESSAGE PEN WITH BIROS - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T961013 STICKY NOTES MINI ORGANISER 260 SHEETS - DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T961747 NEON-HIGHLIGHTER, SET OF 4 - DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T961006 FINELINER WIGGLE FIGURE 0,5MM LINE WIDTH - ASSORTED DISPLAY 30 PCS 30 

T960412 WATER PINBALL GAME GITD - ASSORTED DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T959256 SOLAR SYSTEM ERASER SET OF 8 - DISPLAY 12 PCS 12 

T959034 STAMPS SELF-INKING, 12 VARIETIES - ASSORTED DISPLAY 24 PCS 24 

T958723 ERASER, SET OF 2 - ASSORTED DISPLAY 18 PCS 18 

21. FLOOR DISPLAY

TOTAL NUMBER OF ITEMS: 350
DIMENSIONS: H 190 x D 40 x W 108 cm
DISPLAY: T301017
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